Emergency Pneumatics

High- pressure leak sealing
system
Innovation from Vetter
Sealing in difficult- to- access
places
For leaks in pipes with diameter
up to 20 cm (8 inch)

www.vetter.de/ vetter_emergency/ en/ Rescue +Products/ Sealing +leaks/ High_pressure +leak +sealing +systemp-3314.html

Intelligent hose system for complicated pipe leaks.
In close collaboration with Henkel KGaA, Dusseldorf, Vetter has developed an
intelligent sealing hose system. Now you can effortlessly access even hard- toreach leaks in narrow or unevenly shaped piping systems.
The flexible hoses fit perfectly even over complicated leaks, e.g. at T- pieces,
pipe bends, connecting branches and welded seams. The hoses are inflated in
seconds.
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Technical data
Working pressure: 14 bar (203 psi)
Product

Art. no.

Air requirement,
at working pressure
litres / cu.ft.

Temperature
°C / °F

Weight, approx.
kg / lbs

1.5 m Sealing hose

1500015901

11,1
0,4

-30 - +80
-22 - +176

1,1
2,5

2.5 m Sealing hose

1500016001

20
0,7

-30 - +80
-22 - +176

1,4
3,0

3.5 m Sealing hose

1500016101

27,9
1

-30 - +80
-22 - +176

1,8
3,9
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Accessories
Inflation with cylinder
Inflation with alternative air source

In operation...
Can be used on T- pieces, pipe
bends or difficult- to- access
connecting branches
For leaks in pressure lines or
fittings

Good reasons...
Universally usable and easy to use
Additional sealing plates for extra
stability
Sealing hoses with electrostatic
conductivity (DIN ISO 8031/8.97)

Guaranteed quality:
Individually tested (with inspection
seal)
Earth connection to sealing hose
coupling on both sides
All metal parts made of stainless
steel

--------------------------------------------------------------Please contact us directly should you have any further questions concerning this product.
Sales
Phone.: +49 (0) 22 52 / 30 08-0
Fax: +49 (0) 22 52 / 30 08-590
E- Mail: vetter.info@idexcorp.com
Or find the nearest dealer under:
www.vetter.de/ support/ haendler
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